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Heysham Power Stations 
 
 
 

Report for period 1 October 2019 – 31 December 2019 
 

 
 
Foreword 
 
This report is issued as part of ONR's commitment to make information about inspection and 
regulatory activities relating to the above site available to the public.  Reports are distributed 
quarterly to members of the Local Community Liaison Committee and are also available on 
the ONR website (http://www.onr.org.uk/llc/). 
 
Site inspectors from ONR usually attend the Heysham 1 and 2 Local Community Liaison 
Committee meetings and will respond to any questions raised there.  Any person wishing to 
enquire about matters covered by this report should contact ONR. 
 
 

  

http://www.onr.org.uk/llc/
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1 INSPECTIONS 

1.1 Dates of inspection 

1. The ONR nominated site inspectors made inspections on the following dates 
during the quarter: 

 Heysham 1 

 2-3, 22-24, 29-30 October 

 12-14 November 
 

 Heysham 2 

 30-31 October 

 27-28 November 

 10–11, 18-19 December 
 

2. In addition, the site inspectors and other ONR specialist inspectors were involved 
in interventions on the following dates during the quarter: 

 Heysham 1 

 3, 16–17 October 

 12, 20-21 November 

 Various site visits by specialist inspectors as part of the reactor 2 oxygen injection 
permissioning project. 

 
Heysham 2 
 

 20, 26 November 

 10-12 December 

 Various site visits by specialist inspectors as part of the preparations for the 
forthcoming Unit 8 Statutory Outage 
 

2 ROUTINE MATTERS 

2.1 Inspections 

3. Inspections are undertaken as part of the process for monitoring compliance with:  

 the conditions attached by ONR to the nuclear site licence granted under the 
Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (NIA65) (as amended);  

 the Energy Act 2013; 
 the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 (HSWA74); and 
 Regulations made under HSWA74, for example the Ionising Radiations 

Regulations 2017 (IRR17) and the Management of Health and Safety at Work 
Regulations 1999 (MHSWR99). 

4. The inspections entail monitoring the licensee’s actions on the site in relation to 
incidents, operations, maintenance, projects, modifications, safety case changes 
and any other matters that may affect safety. The licensee is required to make and 
implement adequate arrangements under the conditions attached to the licence in 
order to ensure legal compliance. Inspections seek to judge both the adequacy of 
these arrangements and their implementation. 

5. In this period, the following routine inspections were undertaken: 
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Heysham 1 

Licence condition 7 – incidents on the site 

6. The purpose of licence condition 7 (LC7) is to ensure that incidents on the site are 
notified, recorded, investigated and reported by the licensee. 
 

7. The inspection sampled the adequacy of the licensee’s arrangements in the areas 
of event screening, categorisation, investigation and trending and we concluded 
that these arrangements satisfied the requirements necessary for compliance with 
LC7. 

8. The inspection also examined the implementation of arrangements at a ‘Corrective 
Action Review Board’ meeting and a ‘Daily Screening Meeting’.  One minor 
regulatory issue was raised associated with the licensee’s trending of operational 
experience information, however overall we judged that the licensee adequately 
demonstrated compliance with the requirements of LC7. 

 Improvement Notice Compliance 

9. On 25 January 2019, ONR issued two improvement notices to EDF Energy 
Nuclear Generation Ltd for contraventions of the Pressure System Safety 
Regulations 2000 (PSSR) associated with the operation and maintenance of the 
Heysham 1 auxiliary steam system.  The auxiliary steam system is a saturated 
steam system designed to provide steam for, amongst other things, heating 
buildings and evaporating stored carbon dioxide.  We carried out an inspection to 
determine if the measures specified in the two improvement notices had been 
complied with. 

10. There were no findings from the inspection and we were satisfied, from the 
evidence sampled, that the two improvement notices issued for contraventions 
with PSSR Regulation 11 ‘Operations’ and Regulation 12 ‘Maintenance’ against 
the auxiliary steam system at Heysham 1 had been complied with.   

Control of Major Accidents Hazards 

11. The purpose of this intervention was to provide regulatory confidence in the 
management of conventional health and safety hazards, in relation to the Control 
of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) Regulations.  The inspection was jointly 
conducted with the Environment Agency.  The inspection verified progress with 
the implementation of environmental improvements identified as part of the 
Environmental Risk Assessment previously completed at both Heysham 1 and 
Heysham 2 and included a plant walkdown. 

12. Examples of good standards were observed during the inspection however a small 
number of observations were brought to the attention of the licensee.  Overall, 
from the sample of evidence inspected, adequate compliance with COMAH was 
demonstrated.  

Heysham 2 

 Seasonal Readiness Themed Inspection 

13. An inspection of the site arrangements for seasonal readiness was undertaken. 
The primary focus was on preparations for the winter and cold weather. This 
included consideration of arrangements and procedures, responsibilities and 
current progress being made with the preparations. 

14. It was found that the Station had good local arrangements for seasonal 
preparations both for winter and summer. A seasonal readiness co-ordinator at the 
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station is appointed. These arrangements were in line with the fleet arrangements. 
The preparations for winter were tracked using a local quality plan. The station 
was slightly behind programme as modifications were required to some steam 
systems to reduce the potential for water hammer. These modifications are 
planned and then the preparations can be completed. Progress was being 
adequately overseen by the station’s lead team. 

15. The intervention found no significant issues. However, the station has agreed to 
implement a few minor actions to make further improvements which ONR will 
track. 

Licence condition 10 - training 

16. This inspection was to assess how the station’s training arrangements and training 
programme contribute to producing competent staff who are able to conduct 
operations which could affect nuclear safety.  In particular, the inspection 
assessed: 

 Governance and Oversight of Training, including Self-Assessment 

 Training for Control and Supervision of Operations, including Non-
Accredited Training Programmes, focusing on the control and supervision 
of operations by both NGL staff and contractors; 

 Training for nuclear security. 
 

17. We sampled the end-to-end Analysis, Design, Development, Implement and 
Evaluate (ADDIE) systematic approach to training to assess the effectiveness of 
the implementation of training management arrangements. Additionally, we spoke 
to staff in control and supervisory positions for both NGL and contractor personnel, 
safety representatives and those involved in managing the process for both 
nuclear safety and nuclear security. 

18. We found evidence of good adherence to the company’s processes to ensure that, 
for those areas sampled: 

 The training system is managed effectively to provide appropriate nuclear 
safety training to develop personnel; 

 That nuclear security training is developing and maturing in the right 
direction. 

 

Conventional Asset Care 

19. This inspection formed one of three planned site-based inspections across the 
fleet that aim to enable ONR to have confidence that the asset condition and 
operation of conventional plant is adequate and risks (to people and nuclear & 
non-nuclear plant) are therefore reduced as low as reasonably practicable. This 
was done by checking at Heysham 2 the oxygen, methane & hydrogen 
compounds and diesel, carbon dioxide & other chemicals storage areas to ensure: 

 EDF Energy Nuclear Generation Limited’s hazard & risk identification, 
assessment and control processes for conventional plant are adequate; 

 The inspection & maintenance (including defect categorisation and 
prioritisation) processes for conventional plant are adequate, and 

 The operational methods in place for conventional plant are adequate. 
 

20. Overall, the plant condition in the areas inspected met regulatory expectations.  
Some minor areas for improvement have been identified and were fed back to 
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station personnel.  For one item (a corroded line on the outlet of a methane relief 
valve), it was considered appropriate to raise a regulatory issue to ensure work is 
not deferred. 

21. Defects are generally prioritised appropriately; however, we did identify some 
examples where the auditable trail of decisions made concerning defect 
prioritisation was not robust. Station have taken this feedback as a learning 
opportunity.   

22. We identified that some operating instructions have not been regularly updated 
and in one case the operating instructions was not being followed as written.  The 
station will follow this up to ensure staff and contractors are not exposed to 
increased risk when undertaking these activities.  A regulatory issue will be raised 
to enable this to be tracked to a satisfactory conclusion. 

 

Level 1 Demonstration Emergency Exercise 

23. We observed and evaluated a Level 1 emergency demonstration exercise at EDF 
Energy Nuclear Generation Limited’s (NGL) Heysham 2 Power Station. The 
scenario was agreed in advance by ONR 

24. Overall, the time to muster site personnel was good, reactor safety was 
considered and maintained and the exercise objectives were met. However, the 
communications between the Access Control Point (ACP) and Forward Control 
Point (FCP) were weak and the time to rescue the casualties playing in the 
exercise took longer than we would have expected.   

25. The exercise provided an adequate demonstration of Heysham 2 Power Station’s 
emergency arrangements. However, we raised a fleet issue requiring 
improvements in the way that the FCP and ACP communicate and an expectation 
for the station to demonstrate this improved capability to ONR through a 
scheduled exercise next year. 

System Based Inspections (SBI) 

29. In addition to the program of site licence compliance inspections, ONR also 
inspects operating reactors based on safety related systems.  Each site has a 
safety case, which identifies the important aspects of operation and management 
required for maintaining safety.  For both stations at Heysham, the key systems 
important to nuclear safety will be inspected against the requirements of the safety 
case over a five-year period. ONR considers that this will provide additional 
assurance that operations on the Heysham site are safe. Each of these system 
inspections considers the relevant licence conditions (where relevant) below: 

 Licence condition 10: Training 
 Licence condition 23: Operating rules 
 Licence condition 24: Operating instructions 
 Licence condition 27: Safety mechanisms 
 Licence condition 28: Examination, inspection, maintenance and testing 
 Licence condition 34: Leakage and escape of radioactive material and 

radioactive waste 

 Heysham 1 

 Reactor Post Trip Logic system 
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30. The primary focus of this intervention was a planned inspection of the Heysham 1 
power station reactor post trip logic (RPTL) system.  The RPTL system 
automatically starts-up / shuts-down essential plant in a defined sequence 
following a reactor trip in order to control post-trip temperature transients and 
ensure adequate decay heat removal. 

31. From the evidence sampled, ONR judged that the RPTL system was able to fulfil 
its safety functional requirements in accordance with the safety case.  No findings 
were identified from the inspection that could significantly undermine nuclear 
safety. 

 Data Processing and Control System 

32. This inspection covered both safety and security. We performed a safety case 
informed inspection of the Data Processing and Control System (DPCS).  The 
function of DPCS is to provide prompts for operator action (i.e. protection) in 
conjunction with separate hard wired alarms and indications; and to ensure that in 
normal operation the plant remains within the operating envelope of the reactor. 

33. The security aspect of this inspection was conducted under the requirements of 
the Nuclear Industries Security Regulations (NISR) 2003 and considered if the 
requirements of the Security Case and Security Operating Procedures had been 
met, in particular to confirm the application of physical, administrative, procedural 
and technical security controls specific to the Data Processing and Control 
System. 

34. A small number of minor shortfalls were identified during the inspection which will 
be followed up during routine interventions, however overall we concluded that the 
licensee has adequate arrangements in place to ensure that the DPCS is 
inspected, maintained, and as necessary, operated in accordance with the safety 
case.  The arrangements examined complied with the licensee’s legal duties 
based on the areas sampled during the inspection.  

 Heysham 2 

35. During the reporting period, no system-based inspections were conducted at 
Heysham 2. 

  
2.2 Other work 

Heysham 2 

3 NON-ROUTINE MATTERS 

37. Licensees are required to have arrangements to respond to non-routine matters 
and events. ONR inspectors judge the adequacy of the licensee’s response, 
including actions taken to implement any necessary improvements. 

Heysham 1 

38. There were no such matters or events of significance during this period 

Heysham 2 

39. There was a conventional health and safety event at Heysham 2 during this 
quarter. A delivery driver injured his ankle in an offsite store as he tried to stop a 
large steel bar from rolling on his flatbed wagon. The station response was good 
with a safety stand down and briefings issued to all staff. 
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4 REGULATORY ACTIVITY  

40. ONR may issue formal documents to ensure compliance with regulatory 
requirements. Under nuclear site licence conditions, ONR issues regulatory 
documents, which either permit an activity or require some form of action to be 
taken. These are usually collectively termed Licence Instruments (LIs), but can 
take other forms. In addition, inspectors may issue Enforcement Notices to secure 
improvements to safety.  

 Table 1  
Licence Instruments and Enforcement Notices Issued by ONR during this period 

 

Heysham 1 and 2 

Date Type Ref No Description 

18/10/19 Agreement LI 623 
HYA71128N 

Agreement to NP/SC 7770 - Reactor Primary 
Circuit Oxygen Injection: Stage Submission 1 - 
Injection of Oxygen into HYA R2 for Removal of 
Fuel Carbon Deposit 

05/11/19 
 

Agreement LI 624 
HYB70925N 
 

Agreement for Extension of Operating Period for 
Heysham 2 Reactor 8 
 

 

 
Reports detailing the above regulatory decisions can be found on the ONR website at 
http://www.onr.org.uk/pars/. 
 
 

News from ONR - October to December 2019 

Enforcement Action 

EDF Energy has complied with two ONR Improvement Notices relating to the way it maintains 

auxiliary steam systems and instructs staff operating these systems. The Notices were issued 

in January 2019 following a serious incident at Heysham 1 power station in November 2018, 

when a valve failed on a steam system resulting in injury to three EDF employees. Further 

details are available on our website. 

Regulatory updates 

In October, our Chief Nuclear Inspector (CNI) Mark Foy published his view on the 

performance of Great Britain’s nuclear industry during 2018/19. In the first report of its kind, 

the review provides an independent, authoritative view of safety, security and safeguards 

performance across the nuclear industry over the last year. The report is accessible via our 

website homepage www.onr.org.uk     

Throughout October we hosted an Integrated Regulatory Review Service Mission that saw a 

team of 18 independent experts from across the globe scrutinising the regulation of nuclear 

and radiological safety across 15 different regulatory bodies. The final report is expected in 

February/March 2020. 

http://www.onr.org.uk/pars/
http://news.onr.org.uk/2019/12/edf-energy-complies-with-improvement-notices/
http://news.onr.org.uk/2019/12/edf-energy-complies-with-improvement-notices/
http://news.onr.org.uk/2019/10/chief-nuclear-inspectors-annual-report-on-great-britains-nuclear-industry/
http://news.onr.org.uk/2019/11/regulating-the-regulators/
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Along with the Environment Agency and Natural Resources Wales (NRW) we have published 

new Generic Design Assessment (GDA) guidance for Requesting Parties. It reflects the 

changes seen in the nuclear industry in the decade since GDA was introduced, in particular 

the Nuclear Sector Deal and the potential for Small Modular Reactor (SMR) designs to enter 

GDA in the future. The new guidance also incorporates lessons learnt from previous GDAs. 

Together with the Environment Agency, we have also published a joint annual report on our 

scrutiny of Radioactive Waste Management’s (RWM) work to develop geological disposal. 

This report summarises our work relating to the geological disposal of radioactive waste.  

We have formally concluded the licence revocation for the Cardiff Nuclear Licensed Site in 

Wales, thereby de-licensing the site. This follows many years of nuclear site decommissioning 

and work to clean up the site and is the first time ONR has de-licensed a site completely, 

although several sites have been de-licensed by ONR’s predecessor organisation, the 

Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. 

 

Stakeholder engagement 

In November, we hosted our second NGO Forum of the year and were delighted to welcome 

18 NGO attendees from 14 different organisations.  Agenda items included our work at 

Sellafield, ageing management of reactors and our relationship with the Defence Nuclear 

Safety Regulator.  Presentations and minutes from all our NGO Forum meetings are made 

available on our website.  If you represent an NGO group and would like to get involved with 

our NGO Forum, please get in touch with our Communications team (contact@onr.gov.uk) for 

further details 

All our latest news is available on our website www.onr.org.uk. 

 

CONTACTS 

Office for Nuclear Regulation 
Redgrave Court 
Merton Road 
Bootle 
Merseyside 
L20 7HS 
 
website: www.onr.org.uk 
email:   contact@onr.gov.uk 
 
This document is issued by the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR). For further information 
about ONR, or to report inconsistencies or inaccuracies in this publication, please visit 
http://www.onr.org.uk/feedback.htm. 
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